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Motivation: The DUAL Challenges of COVID19
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Motivation: Governments Responses to COVID19

Country Furlough support/LABOUR Loan and grant Cost subsidy/COST Others/FISCAL

Denmark - 75% of employee salaries
are covered by the govern-
ment, up to DKK30,000 per
employee per month. To be
eligible the firm would have
to layoff at least 30% of its
employees. The firm cov-
ers the remaining 25% of the
salaries.

Loan guarantee on 70%
of new corporate loans re-
lated to COVID-19. Small
and medium size compa-
nies: Operating losses of
50% or more. Large com-
panies: Revenue losses of
30% or more.

Between 25% and 80%
of fixed costs might be
compensated by the state
for firms experiencing be-
tween 35 and 100% de-
creases in turnover, but
remaining open. 100% of
fixed costs are compen-
sated for firms forced to
close.

Employers are paid
sickness reimburse-
ment for salaries
and benefits from
to first day of ab-
sence instead of the
30th. Postpone-
ment of VAT pay-
ments by 30 days
for larger firms

Germany - Govt. covers up to 80% (87
if family) of salaries and 100
% of the social-security con-
tributions for reduced work-
ing hours. Working hours
can be reduced with reduced
wages. Eligibility: at least
10% of workers affected

100% - loan guarantee up
to 25% of the revenue of
2019 For: Maximum of
EUR 500,000 in loans for
firms with 10-50 employees
and 800k for more than 50
employees.

Direct payment to self-
employed and firms with
10 employees or less, up
to EUR 15,000.

Reduced VAT rate
to 7% for restau-
rants for 12 months

Sweden - Employers can cut the
working hours of employers
by up to 80% Government
covers most of the salary,
workers receive 90% of their
salary.

- Loan guarantee of 70% to
companies, up to SEK 75
million in loans per com-
pany. No legal company
size limit

Between 22.5% and 75%
of fixed costs are covered
for firms with at least SEK
250,000 in turnover last
year and a decrease of at
least 30% this year.

VAT by sole pro-
prietors might be
postponed.
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Aim of the paper

• Understand the impact of policy on the expected impact on firms
and workers
• We build a new dataset of survey and register data that allows

for the first analysis using data on actual labour choices of firms
• Couple with elicited counterfactuals in the absence of

government aid
• We asked firms about pandemic-related disruptions to their

normal operations
• Focus on aid take-up and labour arrangements, such as number

of furloughed and laid off employees
• For aid-taking firms, we elicited expectations of these labour

choices in the absence of government aid
• We will link survey data to employee-level government data on

aid recipients from June 2020, and register and accounting data
from 2016 to 2019 4



What We Do

• Survey to 44,374 firms in Denmark.
• Active incorporated firms in Denmark with 3 to 20,000 employees
• 10,642 responses (April and May 2020)
• Response rate 24 percent and representative

• Ask about firm and employment consequences, expectations
about impact on layoffs with and without use and relevance of
government programmes

• We also ask them about expected survival

• Many firms use more than one programme
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Data and Methodology

• Use our survey data to compare expected changes with and
without policy

• Use register data to estimate the distribution of revenue changes
in a normal year (see figure 5)

• Use register data to match to our survey data to the government
register on the requests for wage aid from 9 March to 8 June (90
percent match on wages and furloughs)
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Survey Response
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Is Our Survey Representative?

Figure 1: CDF: Employee
representativeness

Figure 2: Employee
representativeness across industry
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Is Our Survey Representative?

Figure 3: Firm size distribution in
population

Figure 4: Firm size distribution in
survey
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Expected Change in Revenue

Figure 5: Actual and expected revenue changes
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Expected Change in Revenue

Figure 6: Revenue expectation
across size band

Figure 7: Revenue expectation
across industry
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Results 1: Revenue changes

• Firms in Denmark were hit hard by the pandemic

• Seven percent more firms face revenue declines of more than 90
percent, compared to in 2016

• 32 percent of firms in early 2020 are experiencing revenue declines
larger than 35 percent. In a normal year it would be 6-7 percent

• Firms that have taken up government support tend to be those firms
that report being in the highest levels of distress (median firm reporting
not receiving any aid has an expected revenue change of zero)
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Aid Taking - Revenue Changes

Figure 8: Aid taking across industry
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Labour Response to Revenue Changes
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Results 2: Labour response to revenue changes

• 56 percent of firms took on aid

• Less likely to do so if no change or increase in revenue

• 11 percent of firms took all aid types
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Labour Response to Revenue Changes

Figure 9: Furlough and layoff tendency
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Labour Response to Revenue Changes: Table 3
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Estimates based on counterfactuals

• To address the self-selection of firms, we asked respondents to report
their expected counterfactual choices: two observations for each firm:
1) actual furloughs and layoff and 2) their counterfactual furloughs
and layoffs they say they would have chosen in the absence of aid

• Among firms that took aid, we asked what share of workers they would
have laid off and furloughed in the absence of aid

• Furthermore, we can also observe how firm’s adoption of different aid
packages is correlated with their outcomes in the absence of treatment

• Using these data, we estimate a model:

YjT = α+ βL
0Lj + βC

0 Cj + βF
0 Fj

+ T ×
(
βL

1Lj + βC
1 Cj + βF

1 Fj

)
+ Xjγ + εjs(1)
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Estimates based on counterfactuals

YjT = α+ βL
0Lj + βC

0 Cj + βF
0 Fj

+ T ×
(
βL

1Lj + βC
1 Cj + βF

1 Fj

)
+ Xjγ + εjs(2)

• Firms are indexed by j , T = 0 is the firm’s reported outcomes in the
absence of aid, and T = 1 is the firm’s actual outcomes

• Labour aid (Lj), cost aid (Cj), or fiscal aid (Fj)

• The coefficients βL
0 , β

C
0 , β

F
0 measure differences in counterfactual

outcomes for firms that took up particular aid packages. The
coefficients βL

1 , β
C
1 , β

F
1 measure the difference in observed outcomes,

relative to counterfactuals, for a given aid package

• Firm-specific controls, Xj , include log of January employment, the size
of the revenue change, and industry at the 2-digit NACE level

• The term εjT is the error term

• βL
1 , β

C
1 , β

F
1 are effects of treatment on the treated (aid-takers) 19



Results, counterfactuals

• Firms that took labour aid increase the share of furloughs by 25.6
percentage points (column (1) and (2)in Table 3)

• The reduction in layoffs from taking labor aid is -6.0 percentage points

• Cost aid also increases the furlough share, but by a smaller margin: 3.9
percentage points

• Cost aid also reduces layoffs by 6.8 percentage points

• Fiscal aid, however, is estimated to increase layoffs by 1.1 percentage
points

• Choosing labour aid expected 4.8 percentage points more furloughs,
and 13.5 percentage points more layoffs, relative to firms that also
took aid but chose different packages
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Estimates based on observables

• Columns (3) and (4) in Table 3 compare actual reported outcomes
between firms that took aid and firms that did not

• Identified under the assumption that firms’ counterfactual outcomes in
the absence of aid are well-proxied by the actual outcomes of the firms
that did not take aid (benchmark)

• Estimate a standard cross-sectional model

Yj = α+ βLLj + βCCj + βFFj + Xjγ + εj (3)

• We assume E [εj |Lj ,Cj ,Fj ,Xj ] = 0.
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Estimates based on observables

• Comparing column (1) and (2) to (3) and (4)) in Table 3

• LABOUR aid leads to large increases in the share of workers
furloughed and reductions in the share of workers laid off

• COST aid: less clear. Both models indicate that cost aid increases the
furlough share by 3.9 to 5.7 percentage points, but the models
disagree about the effect on layoffs. Could be because firms taking
cost aid would have higher layoffs in the absence of aid than firms that
did not take aid

• FISCAL aid: no effect on furloughs, and a small, but statistically
significant positive effect on layoffs. Around 16 percent of all workers,
so even this small increase in layoffs could have a significant impact on
the total number of workers who lose their jobs.

• Furthermore, taking fiscal aid alone is more likely among firms who did
not experience revenue declines, and that are not in the most affected
industries 22



Results 3: Labour response to revenue changes

• State aid has led firms to keep their employees: Employees have been
furloughed instead of being fired

• The average firm taking aid furloughed 30 percent and laid off only 2
percent of workers

• Without aid, they predict that they would have furloughed closer to 17
percent and laid off 25 percent of workers

• Our estimates suggest that the aid policies helped to reduce layoffs by
approximately 81,000 jobs

• We find a weak relationship between take-up of fixed cost or fiscal
(tax) aid, unless coupled with labour aid take-up
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Furlough Numbers

Figure 10: Distribution of shares of
furloughed workers
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Figure 11: Distribution of the
difference in actual furloughed workers
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Financial Indicators
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Conclusions

1. The crisis was hard hitting for nearly 70 percent of firms

2. The median firm experiencing a decline of 20 percent of revenue

3. Over 1/4 more firms reported revenue declines relative to firms in 2016

4. Firms experiencing declines in revenue were the primary takers of
government aid (stark contrast to in f.ex USA)

5. Firms that took up aid report furloughing more and laying off fewer
workers than they would have, absent government aid

6. However, the relationship varies with the kind of aid that firms take-up

7. We find a strong and clear relationship between taking up labour aid
and reporting lower layoffs and more furloughs

8. The relationship for firms taking up cost aid is mixed, with lower
layoffs but lower furloughs contingent on also taking on labour aid

9. Too early to detect the potential impact on liquidity, costs and
survival, probably the goal of the fiscal aid subsidy -for future research 26


